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Slower topline but EBITDA sequentially higher  

TPIPL’s sales performance in the nine months of 2023 was 10% lower YoY to THB33,528 million while 
the EBITDA generated was down 27% YoY to THB8,127m. The main factor for the lower performance 

this year was the 44% YoY decline in the sales of the Specialty Polymer/ Chemical division to THB6,488 

million because of lower product prices and volume disruption early this year due to major maintenance 

shutdown. The achieved EBITDA was also lower primarily due to the lower spread in specialty polymer 
as well as the higher per unit fixed cost associated with the maintenance shutdown (secondary reason). 

For the 9M 2023 the reported net profit attributable to the parent was THB3,054 million, down 51% YoY.  

 
As we have highlighted in the previous press releases, a year-on-year comparison is not a very useful 

basis to assess performance due to the extreme movements in operating variables in 2022 influenced by 

the impact of the war in Eastern Europe, upbeat expectations on global recovery and inflationary 
conditions. Operating conditions softened in 2023, a situation that affected all industries. Thus, we assess 

our performance on a sequential basis and on how we have been managing in the current slow year. 

Group sales in the third quarter 2023 dropped 5% QoQ to THB10,838 million. Both ConsMat and 

Energy/Utilities divisions had slower sales, down 7% and 6%, respectively. The softer sales in ConsMat 
were seasonal while the drop in Energy/Utilities sales was caused by the lower electricity tariff due to 

successive drops in the Ft the April and September adjustment periods. Also affecting power sales was 

the shutdown in TG7 in September on some technical adjustments still relating to the recent plant 
modification program (completed 2Q2023). Starting October TG7 is back in operations.  

 

Whilst the topline conditions were tough, we have been able to deliver another 7% QoQ increase in 
EBITDA sustaining the sequential improvement momentum since we bottomed in 4Q22. Our overall 

EBITDA margin in 3Q23 was a solid 28% versus the 21% we saw 4Q22. Pulling up the group in this 

quarter is the ConsMat division whose EBITDA margin reached 17% - the highest in the past five 

quarters. This was achieved by a combination of factors: a) lower energy costs, b) efficiency gains and 3) 
launch of the high margin Green Cement & Building Products in June 2023. In the case of Specialty 

Polymer/Chemical division the effect of lower product price and lower spread was partly offset by 

slightly lower conversion cost and higher plant efficiency. So the EBITDA margin in this division was 
flat at 28%.  Higher plant efficiency was also the reason why the Energy/Utilities division was able to 

maintain its EBITDA margin at 58% on group basis (on a standalone basis, the EBITDA margin of 

TPIPP was 44.2%).  

 

Mindful of leverage and funding situation  

In the 9M 2023, we have spent THB7.3 billion in acquisition of PPE - inclusive of THB1.0 billion 

advances for machinery and equipment. We maintain our capex budget of THB7.7 billion for ongoing 
plant improvements as well as new capacities in renewable power: solar, wind and MSW. At the end of 

September 2023 the Group’s net IBD rose to THB63 billion from THB61 billion in 2Q23 mainly on 

higher net IBD at TPIPP. Despite slightly higher indebtedness, our funding cost remains flat at about 4% 
and the interest over, based on financial position at the end of September the net IBD/EBITDA is a 

comfortable 5.5x. Due to the highly uncertain financial conditions, we continue to hold high financial 

assets, THB13 billion, to ensure funding of our planned capex that, in turn, is tied to our medium term 

ESG and Sustainability targets.  
 

 
  



Further strides on ESG: 9M 2023  

 

 



 

 

  



 

 

 

  



 

Our Awards: 9M 2023 

In addition to the citations that we received within Thailand we have also received awards from 

several international organizations particularly concerning to ESG, Sustainability and Innovation. 

 

  

For more information, please visit our website www.tpipolene.co.th 
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